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Abstract : This study discusses a Turkish music education model similar to El Sistema. The Music for Peace (Baris icin Muzik)
program, founded in 2005 by an idealist humanitarian in Istanbul, started as a pilot project with accordion and then with flute
in ensembles at the Ulubatlı Hasan Primary School where mostly underprivileged children attend. The program gives
complimentary music lessons particularly to deprived children, who at the beginning were prone to crime. With music
education, the attitudes of the children turn to a positive aspect. The aim of this initiative provides social and cultural
awareness, which serves the same mission as the world known El Sistema. In 2009, the Music for Peace project received
Deutsche Bank Urban Age Award, which is a prize presented to enterprises that improve the quality of life in urban
environment. Since 2010, the Music for Peace continues the symphonic music education at its own place. In 2011, Music for
Peace gained foundation status, and started to accept donations as musical instruments for children who attend the courses.
On July 2013, IKSV (Istanbul Culture and Arts Foundation) became the institutional partner of Music for Peace Foundation and
in June 2014, the foundation signed up to join El Sistema’s global program. Now in 2015, the foundation has three ensembles:
the Music for Peace Orchestra, which consists of two orchestras practicing and performing in different levels; the Music for
Peace Chorus, which has joined Istanbul International Polyphonic Choruses Festival; and the recently established Music for
Peace Brass Ensemble.
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